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Product Discontinuance
Effective immediately, 3M is discontinuing the EMI shim option for Pleated Foil I/O Cable Assemblies
(MDR version). These products can be found on tech sheet TS-0804.
Demand for this feature is too low to justify continued supply and its actual benefit to the customer is
negligible since the MDR Connector system already provides a reliable “early mate, late break” grounding
connection between the wiremount and boardmount connectors..
Due to supply issues, 3M will not be able to offer a last time buy on products with this feature.
As the cable assemblies built using this feature are primarily custom, customers and/or distributors who
have purchased these products in the past will be contacted directly by 3M to discuss alternate solutions for
their applications.

Replacement Parts
The “No Shim” and metal backshell options remain available, and are both functionally similar. Please
consult TS-0804 (available on www.3mconnector.com) for details and part numbers.
Replacement configurations are likely to work as substitutes in many standard applications. The EMI shim
served as a way to further assure ground between the metal shroud face of the cable assembly and the
grounded shroud of the boardmount MDR connector. However, as a function of its design, the MDR
connector system already provides a reliable “early mate, late break” grounding connection between the
wiremount and boardmount connectors, making the shim unnecessary in many cases.
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Contact Information
In the USA
3M US Customer Service
800-225-5373
Outside the USA
Please contact your local 3M subsidiary or authorized distributor. Visit www.3Mconnector.com and click
“Where to Buy.”

3M is a trademark of 3M Company

Important Notice

All statements, technical information, and recommendations related to 3M’s products are based on information believed to be reliable, but the accuracy or completeness is not
guaranteed. Before using this product, you must evaluate it and determine if it is suitable for your intended application. You assume all risks and liability associated with such
use. Any statements related to the product which are not contained in 3M’s current publications, or any contrary statements contained on your purchase order shall have no force
or effect unless expressly agreed upon, in writing, by an authorized officer of 3M.

Warranty; Limited Remedy; Limited Liability.

This product will be free from defects in material and manufacture for a period of one year from the time of purchase. 3M MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. If this product is defective within the warranty period
stated above, your exclusive remedy shall be, at 3M’s option, to replace or repair the 3M product or refund the purchase price of the 3M product. Except where prohibited by
law, 3M will not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental or consequential loss or damage arising from this 3M product, regardless of the legal theory asserted.
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